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Arctis Nova 7 Wireless
The Nova Acoustic System combines hardware and software for Almighty Audio and pure immersion, with powerful wireless features
for a stellar experience.

Nova Acoustic System
Challenge your perceptions of gaming headsets with the best-in-class Nova Acoustic System, with powerful, custom-designed High
Fidelity Drivers. Crystal clear high notes, precise mid-range, and deep bass fills your ears as the drivers work together with
SteelSeries Sonar Audio Software Suite.

Hear an opponent's position with 360° Spatial Audio and immediately identify the direction for your next move. Immersive audio
surrounds you from every angle, putting you at the center of the action for an in-game advantage.

Take complete control over your sound with the Pro-grade Parametric EQ, a first in gaming. SteelSeries Sonar Audio Software Suite
gives you X-Ray Hearing to identify footsteps and other key in-game sounds enabled by presets from esports pros to gain the
advantage.

Multi-Platform Support with Simultaneous Wireless
Play and communicate your way. Seamlessly swap between multiple devices with the pocket-size USB-C dongle, bringing 2.4GHz
wireless to your PC, Mac, PlayStation, or Switch.

 USB-C
Utilize the latest USB-C connection to charge the headset for maximum flexibility, no more carrying multiple cables.

 38 Hour Battery Life
With 38 hours of playback, that's over a day and a half of continuous use, keeping you connected to your favorite gaming world for as
long as you need.

 Fast Charge
Get back into the fray quickly with the USB-C Fast Charge function, bringing 6 hours of use after just 15 minutes.

AI-Powered Noise Cancelling Microphone
Free your in-game comms from keyboard clacking and your squad's bad microphone placement. Sonar Software's ClearCast AI
algorithms silence noise from both incoming and outgoing team chat for perfect audio. The broadcast-quality ClearCast Gen 2 mic
reduces background noise by up to 25dB on any platforms and completely retracts into the earcup.

ComfortMAX System
Ideal for long sessions, the Arctis Nova 7 Wireless features expanded fitting options with 4 points of adjustment. Easily find the
perfect fit with new height-adjustable rotating earcups, a stretchy overhead band, and breathable AirWeave memory foam cushions.
Constructed around a PVD-coated steel headband, the all-new design is up to 14% lighter than previous generations.



Onboard Controls
Stay in the game with controls right at your fingertips. Easily adjust the volume of the headset, tweak ChatMix* to tune your squad in
or out, mute your mic quickly, or answer calls using Bluetooth all with the touch of a button.

Zusammenfassung

Arctis Nova 7 Wireless
The Nova Acoustic System combines hardware and software for Almighty Audio and pure immersion, with powerful wireless features
for a stellar experience.

Nova Acoustic System
Challenge your perceptions of gaming headsets with the best-in-class Nova Acoustic System, with powerful, custom-designed High
Fidelity Drivers. Crystal clear high notes, precise mid-range, and deep bass fills your ears as the drivers work together with SteelSeries
Sonar Audio Software Suite.

Hear an opponent's position with 360° Spatial Audio and immediately identify the direction for your next move. Immersive audio
surrounds you from every angle, putting you at the center of the action for an in-game advantage.

Take complete control over your sound with the Pro-grade Parametric EQ, a first in gaming. SteelSeries Sonar Audio Software Suite
gives you X-Ray Hearing to identify footsteps and other key in-game sounds enabled by presets from esports pros to gain the
advantage.

Multi-Platform Support with Simultaneous Wireless
Play and communicate your way. Seamlessly swap between multiple devices with the pocket-size USB-C dongle, bringing 2.4GHz
wireless to your PC, Mac, PlayStation, or Switch.

 USB-C
Utilize the latest USB-C connection to charge the headset for maximum flexibility, no more carrying multiple cables.

 38 Hour Battery Life
With 38 hours of playback, that's over a day and a half of continuous use, keeping you connected to your favorite gaming world for as
long as you need.

 Fast Charge
Get back into the fray quickly with the USB-C Fast Charge function, bringing 6 hours of use after just 15 minutes.

AI-Powered Noise Cancelling Microphone
Free your in-game comms from keyboard clacking and your squad's bad microphone placement. Sonar Software's ClearCast AI
algorithms silence noise from both incoming and outgoing team chat for perfect audio. The broadcast-quality ClearCast Gen 2 mic
reduces background noise by up to 25dB on any platforms and completely retracts into the earcup.

ComfortMAX System
Ideal for long sessions, the Arctis Nova 7 Wireless features expanded fitting options with 4 points of adjustment. Easily find the perfect
fit with new height-adjustable rotating earcups, a stretchy overhead band, and breathable AirWeave memory foam cushions.
Constructed around a PVD-coated steel headband, the all-new design is up to 14% lighter than previous generations.

Onboard Controls
Stay in the game with controls right at your fingertips. Easily adjust the volume of the headset, tweak ChatMix* to tune your squad in or
out, mute your mic quickly, or answer calls using Bluetooth all with the touch of a button.

Steelseries Arctis Nova 7, Wireless, Gaming, 20 - 22000 Hz, Headset, Black

Steelseries Arctis Nova 7. Product type: Headset. Connectivity technology: Wireless, Bluetooth. Recommended usage: Gaming.
Headphone frequency: 20 - 22000 Hz. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Packaging content

Battery

Battery type Built-in battery



Cables included Audio (3.5mm), USB Type-C
to USB Type-A

Quantity 1

 

Sustainability

Sustainability compliance Yes
Sustainability certificates CE, WEEE

 

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported

Windows 10, Windows 11,
Windows 8.1

Mac operating systems
supported

Mac OS X 10.13 High Sierra,
Mac OS X 10.14 Mojave, Mac
OS X 10.15 Catalina, Mac OS
X 10.15.3 Catalina, Mac OS X
11.0 Big Sur, Mac OS X 12.0
Monterey

 

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology Wireless
USB connector USB Type-C
Bluetooth Yes

 

Continuous audio playback time 38 h
Fast charging Yes
Fast charging time 15 min

 

Microphone

Microphone type Boom
Microphone frequency 100 - 6500 Hz
Microphone sensitivity -38 dB
Microphone noise-canceling Yes

 

Headphones

Ear coupling Circumaural
Headphone frequency 20 - 22000 Hz
Impedance 36 ?
Headphone sensitivity 93 dB
Magnet type Neodymium
Driver unit 4 cm
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 1%

 

Performance

Product type Headset
Wearing style Head-band
Recommended usage Gaming
Headset type Binaural
Product colour Black
Operating keys Mute, Volume +, Volume -
Control unit type On-ear control unit
Control type Buttons, Rotary
Adjustable headband Yes
Compatible products PlayStation 4, PlayStation 5,

Nintendo Switch, Oculus Quest 2

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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